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2. Basic elements

a. Geography- -e knowledge of the geographical situation is often helplful, especially
when interpreting historical narrative. Thus, it is helpful to know both the geography
and history ofSamarla when considering the statement of the woman at Sychars well:
Our fathers worshipped in this mountain; end you people say that in Jerusalem is the
place where roenought toworship" (Jn 4:20).

b. Politics--it goes almost without saying that a basic knowledge ofthe political history
of the ancient Near East is crucial to a good understanding of much ofthe Bible. Con-
sider.tor example, the background 01 Is. 1:1.

c. Culture- -this is abroad term bywhich we refer to the climate of opinion, and net-
work of ideas and values which for the social environment with which each individual
lives his life (H.D. McDonald, cited by W. Kaiser, Jr., Toward an Exegetical Theoloqj
[Grand Rapids: Baker, 19811. p. 114).

Knowledge of culture will frequently1luminote biblical materials. For example, an
understanding of agrarian and pastoral culture will help in the appreciation of passages
like Jn. 10: 1-18; 15:1-8. Or again, an interesting article by David Smith (Jesus
and the Pharisees in Socio-Anthropological Perspective, Trinity Journal 6(19851:
151-56) suggests that a challenge to rituaflaws of purity lies behind Jesus use of
spittle in healing (Mk. 7:33; 8:23; Jn. 9:6).

3. fallacies ofhistorical methodology

Excellent reading in this area is the clever book by D.H. Fischer, Historians Fallacies
Toward Loqicof Historical Thouq (New York: Harper, 1970). We will note juste
few of the many cautions given by Fischer.

a. Fallacies offactual verification- -this is the title of the entire second chapter of
Fischers book end will bear careful reading. Note particularly:
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--the fallacy of prevalent proof
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- -the fallacy of possible proof
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